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This photo story by Homo Ambiens Photography provides a
unique angle on some of the more unique species of African
wildlife. In doing so, it allows us to more closely and curiously
investigate these animals - and to address some of the challenges
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facing their conservation in the wild today.
Using remote cameras with wide-angle lenses and a buggy robot
allows them to take these amazing images without interfering with
the animals. Each of the images shows the animals as individuals
with their own unique personalities.
Each photo highlights some of the main threats faced by the
respective species, to create a connection between the beauty of
the animals and the pressing need to protect them and their
habitats.
Homo Ambiens strongly believes that photography can raise
consciousness around the conservation of these animals, and that
is their hope and mission with this gallery.
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Slash-and-burn agriculture is affecting diademed sifaka populations in Madagascar ©Homo
Ambiens Photography
Diademed sifaka
These amazing primates (Propithecus diadema) are found in the

forests of Tsinjoaria in central Madagascar. Every year, thousands
of acres of tropical rainforest is destroyed in Madagascar to satisfy
the demand for timber, putting immense pressure on their
population.
Slash-and-burn agricultural practices remain the biggest threat to
their existence in their tiny corner of precious remaining tropical
forest, and it is projected that these already critically endangered
primates will face a further 80% reduction in their population in
the next 40 years.
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Lions are one of the most celebrated species of African wildlife ©Homo Ambiens Photography
Lions
Lions are undoubtedly one of the most celebrated species of
African wildlife. Part of the iconic Big 5, they are perhaps the most

sought after sighting on any African safari - and are celebrated in
the annals of human history in cartoons, books and films.
The controversial trophy hunting of wild and captive bred
(canned) lions is a major bone of contention in lion conservation
circles. The hunting of wild large male lions reduces genetic
viability of the increasingly isolated remaining wild lion
populations, removes generations of lions when rival males move
in to take the place of the hunted dominant males and kill the
offspring, and reduces pride stability as pride members scatter to
avoid being killed and to protect young lions. The breeding and
canned hunting of captive lions is introducing an additional
category of hunter - one with less time and less of the traditional
trophy hunter value system - and so further reduces the lion from
king of beasts to a commodity. In addition the canned lion hunting
industry is inexorably linked to the trade in lion and tiger bones,
an industry that has contributed meaningfully to the destruction of
wild tiger populations and will probably do same for wild lions
within the foreseeable future.
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Meerkats face more real threats from wild adversaries like birds of prey ©Homo Ambiens
Photography
Meerkats
Meerkats (Suricata suricatta) are still highly populous in the arid

regions of Africa. However, water shortages and rife drought
across the continent in recent times is proving to be a major
challenge, even for these animals which are highly adapted to dry
and arid conditions.
While they currently face no immediate threats to their survival
from humans, they still have highly threatening adversaries in the
wild: birds of prey. Hawks and eagles, always on the lookout for
easy prey, are by far their biggest threat.
And if you've ever wondered why meerkats are so famously good
at standing at attention, it's to guard themselves against the ever
impending threat of snakes!
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As humans, we share 99% of our DNA with bonobos ©Homo Ambiens Photography
Bonobos
Bonobos (Pan paniscus) are one of the closest living relatives of
humankind. The bonobo genome was sequenced by scientists in

2012, where it was discovered that humans share 99% of our DNA
with bonobos - as we do with chimpanzees.
These incredibly human-like primates have become one of the
most extensively researched species of our time.
However, as with many species of which we are in awe - they are
now in peril, with a high risk of extinction.
Estimates range from there being between 10,000 - 20,000
bonobos left in the wild - in remote areas of the Congo basin
rainforest. Major threats facing their survival are hunting for
bushmeat, degradation of their environment from the impact of
the Congo war, and continuing slash-and-burn farming practices
in the region.
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Bat-eared foxes are victim to a high frequency of roadkill - a human threat ©Homo Ambiens
Photography
Bat-eared fox
Commonly known and named for their enormous ears, bat-eared

foxes (Otocyon megalotis) are a curiously interesting species they use their ears to detect the movement of miniscule insects,
which they feed on.
As ferociously destructive as bat-eared foxes can be to termite
populations, with their whopping mouthful of 50 pointed teeth,
they are still an unfortunately vulnerable species. Major human
threats to this unique fox of the savannah include large numbers of
roadkill, hunting and accidental deaths by traps and poison
intended for predators - and are the prey of many larger
carnivores.
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Mining and the construction of commercial dams is threatening flamingo populations ©Homo
Ambiens Photography
Flamingos
The protection of wetlands is one of Africa's most challenging
conservation battles - particularly for wetland bird species like the

flamingo. Wetlands are a vital part of biodiversity preservation
within greater ecosystems, and are highly sensitive to disturbance.
The construction of large dams often causes irrevocable damage to
these fragile and unique wetland habitats. Dams disrupt the
natural level of water flow - an essential ingredient to the healthy
functioning of wetlands. If the ecosystem is out of balance, and the
food chain disturbed, this will drastically affect water bird
populations as their food sources diminish and competition
increases.
In addition to dams, mining is also a major threat to wetland
ecosystems.
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Cape gannets are another delicate species threatened by the residual effects of climate change
©Homo Ambiens Photography
Cape gannet
One of the most important colonies of Cape gannets (Morus

capensis) is based on Malgas, an uninhabited island on Langebaan
lagoon in South Africa. Due to the shortage of the natural fish
stocks in this particular area of the Cape - caused by rapid climate
change - pelicans have turned their attention to gannet chicks,
causing a sharp decline in the number of individuals in the colony.
With this particular colony comprising 25% of the world's
population (140,000 individuals with 20,000 breeding pairs),
increased predation on sensitive and vulnerable chicks could have
a dramatic effect on the global population.
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Red colobus monkeys are threatened by heavy tourist traffic in Zanzibar ©Homo Ambiens
Photography
Red colobus monkeys
Red colobus monkeys (Piliocolobus kirkii), also known as Kirk's

red colobus, are a species of monkey endemic to Unguja - the main
island of the Zanzibar archipelago. They are also found in
mainland East Africa, but are far more rare here.
As popular as Zanzibar is as a tourist destination, tourism places a
higher demand on sensitive ecosystems and is sometimes far from
sustainable. This, coupled with deforestation leading to rapid
habitat destruction is threatening the existence of these gentle
primates - and today there are estimated to be fewer than 1,000 of
them left in the wild.
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Conflict with farmers is the biggest threat facing caracal populations ©Homo Ambiens
Photography
Caracal
The caracal (Caracal caracal) is a striking, delicate, and charming

feline that plays a vital role in the ecosystems in which it occurs.
They are mainly found in the dry savannah regions of sub-Saharan
Africa.
For all their grace and prowess, caracals are severely and harshly
targeted by humans in many areas throughout Africa. One of their
main threats in South Africa comes from conflict with farmers and
their livestock, and permits are being issued to hunt caracals as a
control measure for the complex dynamic of the conflict of interest
between the needs of farmers and these predatory cats.
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Coral is a highly sensitive marine species threatened by climate change ©Homo Ambiens
Photography
Coral reefs
  
Coral reefs are highly sensitive and valuable ecosystems,

comprising of the calcium carbonate skeletons of marine
invertebrates in the phylum Cnidaria.
Together, in large numbers, their underwater presence functions
not only as an important habitat for a myriad of marine species they also support millions of people whose lives depend on this
fragile ecosystem for their food source and income.
It is well known that coral reefs are under immense pressure due
to increase of ocean temperatures as a result of climate change.
Already, 27% of coral populations throughout the world have been
permanently lost - and with these trends, a further 30% is at risk
of being lost in the next 30 years.
According to The Nature Conservancy, there are 10 things you can
do to conserve coral reefs.
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The ongoing ivory trade and the trophy hunting industry both massively threaten the survival of
elephants ©Homo Ambiens Photography
Elephants
The rising demand for ivory in China has exponentially increased
the severity of the poaching crisis in Africa. The recent news that

China will stop the trade of ivory by 2017 has the potential to
positively change the future of elephants (Loxodonta africana),
although this remains to be seen.
The impact of trophy hunting on elephant populations (estimated
at around 415,000 left in Africa) is also a major issue, because of
the focus by hunters on large male elephants and the few big
tuskers left in Africa today.
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Cape fur seal populations are threatened by oil spills and the commercial fishing industry
©Homo Ambiens Photography
Cape fur seals
According

to

archaeological

evidence,

cape

fur

seals

(Arctocephalus pusillus) have been hunted for at least 130 000
years. They faced a particularly rapid decline between 17th and
19th centuries due to the commercial hunting of the species. To
this day, thousands of seals are culled annually in Namibia and
colonies in South Africa and Namibia are too often subject to the
fatal effects of oil spills and becoming accidentally entangled in
commercial fishing nets.
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Competition, brought to you by Land Rover and Canon, is now
open for entries and we have some amazing images submitted.
The grand title winner of the year's competition will walk away
with a Big Cat Photo Safari for two, provided by At Close Quarters
with flights by Airlink, as well as a Canon EOS 700D with a double
lens kit. Runner up prizes include a two night safari for two at

Klaserie Sands River Camp or Hideaways' Elephant's Eye while
each category finalist will enjoy a case of wine provided by Rhino
Tears. The most popular entries on Facebook and Instagram will
enjoy prizes sponsored by iSimangaliso and Thule.
The following gallery showcases this week’s finalists. Get your
entries in now and join us in celebrating Africa! Click here for
more details
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"Her best side" in Kruger National Park, South Africa ©Simon Webber
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"Elephants approaching" in Amboseli National Park, Kenya ©Brigitta Moser
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"Peek a boo!" in Amboseli National Park, Kenya ©Sandy Hickey
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"Wildebeest hunt" in Kariega Game Reserve, South Africa ©Jacques de Klerk
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Maasai man with a kudu horn as a traditional instrument, Kenya ©Brigitta Moser
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"Leopard and crow" in Pilanesberg National Park, South Africa ©Dustin van Helsdingen
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"Outnumbered" in Balule Nature Reserve, South Africa ©Kevin van der Linde
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"Hornless" in Imfolozi Game Reserve, South Africa ©Joel Alves
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"Run for your life!" in Ndutu, Tanzania ©Roie Galitz
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